

author's statement

GOOGLE ME! aims to capture my creative response to the immigrant experience and my on-going love relationship with the English language.
All the texts in this book were written directly in English except for the two poems CHORUS of MEN which were originally written in Romanian, translated into English by Adam J Sorkin and myself, and published in my previous book "Diary of a Clone".
Why did I include them? Because I see my books as domino stones. They quote each other,  they stand or fall together.
I took the risk of not asking an English-native speaker to revise my texts because writing is not only about a language or another, but also about that vibrant space in-between languages and cultures.
GOOGLE ME! inhabits that space created by the global gods of internet and migration.
Welcome!
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GOOGLE ME!

I had to move into another language
Mine was too small too poor too lazy
Too beautiful but self-destructive
In an old-fashioned romantic way
The words grew to fight with each other
And die on cyber battle fields
Defeated by the God of Internet
And the American Dream always reborn
Out of the ash of our daily nightmares
Google me! Google me!
Everyone I know googles me now
Google is my proof that I exist
I think therefore I am?
No. I have a website therefore I am.
I actually don’t have a website
That’s why I really needed to move into the
English language
So people who google me can understand who I am
And what I am doing
On this noisy earth
I called the movers to help me
No one answered
But I must say that
The voice of the machine answering my call 
Was really sweet
She said 
Thank you for calling Global Movers
You need a passport
You need a visa
You need to wait in line at the American Embassy
In Bucharest
You need to get up early
There are people waiting since last night
Sleeping on the sidewalk across the Embassy
You can’t stay on the same side
There are guards guarding
And you don’t have an American passport
So thank you for calling and try again
During our office hours
Although we don’t actually have office hours
We are an internet company
Visit our website you can travel 
Wherever you want
On our website
We are looking forward to your feedback
Write it down on www.globalmoversblogs.com
So why do I need to move at all?
Why do I need to travel?
There’s a McDonalds on my block in Bucharest
There’s a cinema with Hollywood movies 
Two blocks away
I’ve got a laptop a DVD player an American
Dishwashing machine
Everything is fine
Global Movers I don’t need you
I’ll just stay here 
In my small Romanian apartment.
I’ll google everything and everybody
I’ll live a full life
In English without subtitles
And I’ll never move
I’ll never talk
But I will have a funny screen name
Like Peaches-in-the-sun or Hole-in-the-flag


 


















SUSPENDIDA

I don’t know where I come from
I don’t remember
I don’t want to remember
I remember my name
ROANA. ROANA. ROANA.
That must mean something.
But what if
It means nothing
or something
that I forgot to pack in my suitcase
SUITCASE
valitsa valiza maleta
I can’t find the right word
I didn’t pack all my words
SUITCASE
It sounds nice and sweet
but it’s not
it’s heavy
it has my clothes and my memories in it
not very well packed
I am not sure
which is which
is that a dress or a memory?
alarm bombs fire screams 
alarm bombs fire screams blood
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!
I don’t like red, red scares me.
I like blue
the sky the ocean the curtains
in my room
before the war
before everything
BEFORE
Do you wanna know a secret? 
I can predict the future.
But no one ever believes me…
You believe me.
You want to believe me.
You don’t.
Yeah, it was a war in my country.
How can you tell?
I know, my wrinkles.
I packed them too.
I am a tree, you can tell
how many corpses I’ve seen
by counting my wrinkles.
People are plants.
They need light. Good light. Sun light!

Corpses. 
Mom taught me to wash corpses.
Mom!
That man is gonna be dead very soon.
I need to touch his face
NOW when it’s still warm.

I was a good student
in washing corpses
parts of their bodies still missing
gone on duty
suspended in the nothingness
lost vanished forgotten
emigrated to another country
of war trophies and hit targets
the country of martyrs and heroes
who’s who
nobody can tell

I was 14
when I saw a man naked
for the first time
His penis 
ERECT
looking strange on his dead body
a man like an old temple
where girls were supposed to lose
their virginity 
with the statue of a God
a man like a god a dead god
I don’t wanna talk
about Gods.
Let’s talk about faces.
My first corpse 
to wash
had no face.
No problem. I draw him one!
I was still very 
optimistic and generous
for that age and that country.
Here’s the thing:
Faces get erased in a war. 
People are not people anymore.
In a war
People become numbers.
Robots. Cartoons. Video games.
Booooom-bazoom! Done. Exit. 
Start a new game? Yes. Click.
PLAY.
Washing corpses was like playing with dolls.
New dolls everyday.
What a gift. What a horror.

I want to emigrate to America -
I tell mom one day.
That’s nonsense – she says.
America is too far.
Too different. Too foreign.
Too big. Too strong. Too rich. 
Too…
Another world.
Exactly.
I want out of this world, I say.
I don’t wanna die.
I don’t wanna be a corpse
and have someone else drawing me
a face.
I won’t let you draw me a face!
You have no talent.
Yeah. Da. Si. Ja.
I was too bold too dreamy too impudent
for that age and that country
And here I am
here I am here I am
SUSPENDED
in a new net of new words
new worlds
I am an immigrant fish
in the sand-land
of land-lords and land-shores.
I want to remember
and I want to forget
everything
I’m learning to talk to my new body
hand heria mana mano hand
fingers dahtila degete dedos fingers
toes daxila degete de la picioare dedos de los pies toes
tongue glossa limba lengua tongue
hair mallia par pelo hair
eyes matia ochi ojos eyes
mother mitera mama madre mother
childhood pediki ilikia ninez childhood
suitcase valitsa valiza maleta suitcase
travel taxido calatorie viaje travel
inbetween anamesa intre en medio inbetween
suspended eoroume suspendata suspendida 
SUSPENDED
in the new net of an old spider
without a face
I can’t draw faces anymore
I can’t see the sky
the buildings are so tall
they scrape the sky everyday
blue blue blue scrape scrape scrape
blue blue blue scrape scrape scrape
My tiny room has tiny windows
I can see
the walls the garbage the rats
SUSPENDIDA
my new name
is the beginning of a new old story
I don’t like blue anymore
I love only the colors
Of the skin
The colors that
breathe live exist
in this world
The forth world
where everything has 
the same name
my name
SUSPENDIDA


FIREISLAND
  
“people are islands
fire-islands”
the old gypsy told me
reading my palm and shaking
her head
what a cliché I thought
she can’t read my palm she can’t read anything
there’s nothing written there
in thin lines on my skin
that was long time ago
I was 16 a great believer
in love that burns you to ashes
screaming “the end of the world”
the end of the world
but I’m still here and I’ve counted
a few ends and a few worlds
I’m here on the ferry to Fireisland
I took a weekend out from New York
I booked a room for two
what can I do
there are no single rooms in Fireisland
but there are wild deers and cats
and houses with strange names
I can choose
between Serenity and Crazy Cat
with the French version Chat Lunatique
it’s an easy choice it’s full moon
had you been here
I would choose the lunatic cat
but you are not here so I take my chance on
Serenity
I wear my blue sunglasses
and everybody looks blue around me
there’s a blue man with blue binoculars
spying the ocean and its blue love-making
with the shore
people are islands
fire-islands
I find myself thinking and thinking
how true















DANCING WITH WOOLF
(or After Hours)
 
hey Virginia
shall we dance shall we
make our bodies draw
spirals through the air
biting the space biting—
mares of the night
nightmares of the day
two cloned virgins
dancing with wolves
in a room a room of our own
at the hours of thought
reflections crammed like pickles
in a jar with the brine of our
liquid desires
 
hey Virginia
shall we think shall we
make our brains simmer
wounded harassed bruised
by transparent boomerangs filled
with unfulfilled love
and the pledge of future anger
dancing swirling intoxicated
by the rhythm of limbs in
motion palpable syntax of
words sentence of body parts
new language invented
by the soundtrack of flesh
ready to sing about
despair nothingness emptiness
big words too big yeah
it's high time for us Virginias
two cloned sisters
condemned to dance
with wolves
punished to live
for revealing how
Sisyphus's rock’n’roll
in a room a cold empty room
a blank screen
can kill the wolf and the woolf
may survive
 

 










TRISTIA 
(LETTERS OF A BARBARIAN WOMAN)


OVID
(quote from Ex Ponto, a stupid translation found on internet)
I’m trapped by the shore of the Euxine, that misnomer,
and the truly sinister coast of the Scythian Sea.
Innumerable tribes round about threaten fierce war,
and think it’s a disgrace to exist without pillage.
Nowhere’s safe outside: the hill itself’s defended
by fragile walls, and the ingenuity of its siting.
The enemy descends, when least expected, like birds,
hardly seen before they’re taking away their plunder.
Often when the gates are shut, inside, we gather
arrows that fell in the middle of the streets.
So the man who dares to farm the fields is rare,
one hand grips the plough, the other a weapon.
The shepherd plays his reed-pipe glued with pitch,
under a helmet, and frightened sheep fear war not wolves.
We’re scarcely protected by the fortress’s shelter: and even
the barbarous crowd inside, mixed with Greeks, inspire fear,
for the barbarians live amongst us, without discrimination,
and also occupy more than half the houses.
Even if you don’t fear them, you’d hate the sight
of their sheepskins, their chests covered by their long hair.
Those too, who are thought to descend from the Greek colony,
wear Persian trousers instead of their ancestral clothing.
They hold communication in the common tongue:
I have to make myself understood by gestures.
Here I’m the barbarian no one comprehends...
 

TRISTIA I
(when Tristia can't help it anymore and starts writing)
 
I’m the Barbarian you don’t comprehend Ovid
Nu ma intelegi Ovidiu
You’re trapped
inside your Latin language
and your past of love and ease
I’m trapped too
in my childhood of danger and blood
I wear a dagger
You wear a pen
Only our eyes can talk to each other
Sweeping us out of this world
inside that spiral of fire
out of this time
in afara timpului
in a blue no-man’s-land
where time pulsates in the rhythm of our souls
I can hear your heart, Ovid,
I can hear it
O aud!
Let me dance on its music
Let me feel your hands and dance
on the lines in your palms,
I can read your palm Ovid
I’m a Gypsy Goddess born
in the foam of your imagination
Sunt tiganca visurilor tale
I’m the Gypsy-Venus of your dreams
take me inside your cube of solitude
teach me to surf on the weaves of your desire
teach me to see you
behind those transparent walls teach me
to inflate your heart and make it sing
to play music on your body
Sunt tiganca visurilor tale Ovid
Nu fugi, sunt eu, eu sunt!
you wrote the Art of Love ars amatoria
teach me the amateur the barbarian
the language of your thoughts, Ovid
teach me to melt the cage inside which
your Muses torture you
to fight them
teach me Ovid
to talk to walk to feel to play to read
your heart
Invata-ma Ovidiu sa citesc
inima ta inima ta
and I’ll teach you something too
I’ll teach you something too
I’ll teach you something too 
 


TRISTIA II
(she's too direct now but she's gonna learn the use of metaphor soon)
 
you don’t see me Ovid you don’t hear me
you listen to the rain and to the snow
you write letters that I can’t read but I know
what’s in there I can read in your eyes
you’re complaining of us
you’re praising your King
Cesar or whatever you call him
your hand squats on my breasts
but your mind runs on Rome’s streets
your fingers walk on my belly
but your thoughts hurry to Cesar’s palace
I kneel down and kiss your toes
your words kneel down at Cesar’s feet
my tongue longs
to be the chain around your ankle
but there’s another chain there an invisible one
I can smell it maybe that’s why
sometimes you think I’m a stray dog
you pat me on my back and give me sugar
you never kiss me never
my dream is to feel your lips and bite them
yes barbarians are violent you wrote that to Cesar
you’re afraid of me I’m not afraid of you
let me bite your mouth and swallow your blood
maybe my heart will learn the language of your heart
maybe I can talk and you can listen
maybe I can listen and you can talk
maybe we can be two stray dogs exiled
on an iceberg in an ocean
of fire



TRISTIA III
(Blowing Across the Table)
  
help me Ovid
to sweep myself among the pile of crumbs
of bread
after your meal so you can hold me
in your fist
like this
careful don’t let me
slip between your fingers
help me
squeeze this immense brain of mine
bursting with pus digits letters names
your name
help me resist my daily
temptation to explode everything
blast away this big hurty brain of mine
made in the test tube of my mother’s despair
when father came home drunk or maybe didn’t
show up at all that’s why they keep saying I’m
like this you poor little thing
wad me into a spitball
of bread moistened by your lips and
let’s play
let’s play blowing across the table
pfff I blow pfff you blow
and I roll
a spitball of bread moistened
by your lips I proliferate
in the test tube in the cauldron
I’ll make you a son
I’ll feed him my crumbs your crumbs
your loose change
pay me honey
give me a few bucks
to wad into a paper spitball to make you
another kid
maybe this is the one true way God
goddy God
give us our daily Goddy
we might all get to be held in your fist
you could forgive us
and throw us
here pidgy here pidgy pidgy
to your pigeons
 



TRISTIA IV
(you cannot touch)
 
with your fish-fingers
you cannot touch the fire
of my heart
the slippery demons of my imagination
I dwell in an aquarium full of hot air
nobody can breathe here
I'm surrounded by erect corpses
burning in the ashtray of my dreams
with demons gaping heads of air I dance
the minuet of not thinking
of tomorrow of yesterday of
today
I wanted to welcome your angel flock
but I was too late
too dark
too quiet
 

TRISTIA V
(dead language class)
 
my body speaks
the ancient language of silence
a dead idiom buried
in the soft earth of lost desire
did you come
for the lesson one on silence?
we should start
by forgetting the first letter
of the alphabet
we should start
by crying aaaaa and
erasing it from the throat’s memory
say adios to your aaaaa and come
I’ll teach you how to forget word
after word phrase after phrase sense
after sense
you’ll graduate
when you have finally learned
how useless and noisy it is
to breathe
 

CHORUS of MEN
(playing chess with Ovid)
 
Tristia’s body was in squares
so she divided it numbered it
A5 B3 C7 the square I9
was his favorite morning
after morning he used to deposit
kisses memories whispers there
an ever growing heap of used kisses
that is to say soiled worn out depleted incapable
of getting repeated he was quite inventive
but he couldn’t give up I9
then B7 became his resting place
where he’d gather strength after some
very daring move at C5
and let’s not forget the celestial corner A1
where a crowd of angels jostled the kibitzers
dying of curiosity to see how it might come out
after the classic attack on B7
nobody seemed to be winning don’t imagine
that anything about this battle was ordinary
Tristia finally got in trouble when she fell in love
the squares dimmed faded disappeared
he took to stalking off in high dudgeon
at the interruption of their game she’d cry
the angels couldn’t help but laugh then finally
they themselves decided to play on Tristia’s body
tracing lines drawing squares
 

TRISTIA VI
(oh, boy, Tristia gets suicidal)
 
here I am
a green fly hypnotized
by the laser-sharp snake gaze
of your skyscraper eyes
(fluturele cap-de-mort a gasit crapatura din geam)
a golden butterfly the masterpiece
of your insect collection
prick me through the heart and exhibit me
on red velvet behind the glass wall
still warmed by the mist of your laughter and your
frozen screams
(fluturele cap-de-mort intra in camera)
a gypsy madame butterfly
slicing open her breast with your razorblade
dancing in a puddle of blood
until she stiffens into a purple stalagmite
(fluturele cap-de-mort sta nemiscat pe perete)
here I am
the goddess of kamikaze butterflies
the queen of guillotine memory
the suicide bomber
of your 2001 arabian nights
sunt aici
striga fluturele cap-de-mort
 



footnote:
Translations of the lines in Romanian are as follows:
            line 5:  the death’s-head butterfly found the partially open window
            line 12:  the death’s-head butterfly enters the room
            line 17:  the death’s-head butterfly holds motionless on the wall
            lines 23/24:  here I am / cries the death’s-head butterfly
 
 
CHORUS of MEN
(fairy-tale)
 
they took Tristia to the fair
with gaily colored spikes they hung her
in the corner of a wooden booth and put
a red circle between her breasts step right up
ladies and gentlemen and try your luck
5 points if you shoot the horse 10 for the knight
15 for the castle gate and 100
that’s right one hundred points—THE GRAAAND PRIZE
for a bullet in TRISTIA’s chest
show your stuff champ ready the rifle steady
against your shoulder take aim fire count how many
eyes wink half-open between augustina’s
breasts BINGO that’s a hit her legs flail about
her head her arms oh mama
look at the queen jitterbug
this plush teddy bear for the little guy
in the man-size cap hey big shot you’re next come on
who wants to take a pop you get
one hundred points for Tristia
it’s not difficult to hit her all you’ve gotta do
is squeeze the trigger when
she screams nooo with women this always
means yessss
 


TRISTIA VII
(after Ovid won the Nobel prize for inventing her)
 
you swear you wrote
the lines on my palm
you’re sure you’ve authored
each mark scrawled on my skin
you’ve claimed the copyright
of my thoughts and registered
ownership of my desires
as the writer
of my body text
rolandbarthes of my pleasures
austin of my performative utterances
phd academic scholar researcher
nobel laureate for inventing
me
 
 










bEAST

S – a woman,  U – an inflatable woman

S: I am a dinosaur
U: You’re not a dinosaur
S: I am a dinosaur
U: You’re not a dinosaur 
S: I am a dinosaur
U: You’re not a dinosaur

U: Look at you!
S: I can’t. I disappeared thousands and thousands of years ago.
U: Look at you!
S: I can’t. I disappeared thousands and thousands of years ago.
U: Look at you!
S: I can’t. I disappeared thousands and thousands of years ago.

S: My skeleton has been exhibited at the National History Museum.
U: Your skeleton is here!
S: My skeleton has been exhibited at the National History Museum.
U: Your skeleton is here! 
S: My skeleton has been exhibited at the National History Museum.
U: Your skeleton is here!

S: My skeleton left me years and years ago!
U: Touch yourself.
S: My skeleton left me years and years ago!
U: Touch yourself.
S: My skeleton left me years and years ago!
U: Touch yourself.

S: I am alone.
U: See, you are not alone.
S: I am alone.
U: See, you are not alone 
S: I am alone.
U: See, you are not alone

S: Nobody can see me.
U: Everybody can see you. 
S: Nobody can see me.
U: Everybody can see you.
S: Nobody can see me.
U: Everybody can see you.

S: Turn on the light!
U: The light is on.
S: Turn on the light!
U: The light is on. 
S: Turn on the light!
U: The light is on.

S turns off the light.

S: Look at me!
U: I cannot see you.
S: Look at me!
U: I cannot see you.
S: Look at me!
U: I cannot see you.

S: I want to start the show.
U: You don’t want to start the show.
S: I want to start the show.
U: You don’t want to start the show. 
S: I want to start the show.
U: You don’t want to start the show.

U: Start!
S: I cannot start.
U: Start!
S: I cannot start.
U: Start!
S: I cannot start.
U: Start!
S: I cannot start. 
U: Start!
S: I cannot start. 
U: Start!
S: I cannot start.
U: Start!
S: I cannot start.
U: Start!
S: I cannot start.
U: Start!
S: I cannot start.

U: You need a pizza.
S: I hate pizza.
U: You need a pizza.
S: I hate pizza. 
U: You need a pizza.
S: I hate pizza.

U: There are mountains of pizza around you.
S: Stop talking about pizza!
U: There are mountains of pizza around you.
S: Stop talking about pizza!
U: There are mountains of pizza around you.
S: Stop talking about pizza!

U: Now you are in a forest of cucumbers.
S: You are sick.
U: Now you are in a forest of cucumbers.
S: You are sick. 
U: Now you are in a forest of cucumbers.
S: You are sick.

U: There are lots of dinosaurs in here. You are just one of them.
S: I am not a dinosaur!
U: There are lots of dinosaurs in here. You are just one of them.
S: I am not a dinosaur! 
U: There are lots of dinosaurs in here. You are just one of them.
S: I am not a dinosaur!

U: You are a dinosaur.
S: Stop it!
U: You are a dinosaur.
S: Stop it! 
U: You are a dinosaur.
S: Stop it!
U: You are a dinosaur.

S ‘kills’ the inflatable doll.

S: I cannot stop.
S: I cannot stop.
S: I cannot stop.
…



















KARA

I don’t know where to begin. There are lots of things going on. I have a room somewhere else, but for some reason I’m still hanging out in the Bronx. My DAS worker hooked me up with it. With the room I mean. She’s nice. My social worker, I mean. She’s actually beautiful, with long blue eyelashes that sort of hypnotize me with their up-down rhythmically beat,
Her name is Kara. “Have you relapsed”, she asks me… well, no… what can I say, I don’t want her to be angry with me, when she gets angry her eyelashes stop moving and they frighten me.
I love them. The eyelashes I mean. They are hot and vivid. She’s cold or acts cold, she’s not allowed to get involved of course.
But she’s beautiful unlike the last one I had, an ugly fat DAS who had struggled so much to be helpful.
I hate them when they try to be helpful. Why the fuck they don’t leave me alone, I got fed up with not getting my own place and time, with having all these helpful people on my top.
I trusted them at the beginning. They disappointed me, all of them. They keep saying they want to help people when it’s the $ sign behind everything. Those people just frustrate me! And, they want me to go to detox, but I told them I don’t really want to…
She’s so beautiful but she wants to hook me as well. She wants me to move, to go on, to step forward.
Why should I? What if I want to move backwards. Why do I have to move forward, to make a decision, to change something in my life, to replace myself with something better. Okay, I’m a fink, I’m a heroin addict, I have AIDS, I have sexuality problems. That’s me. That’s where I am. 
What if I like to stay exactly where I am, to say STOP to Mr Big Dick called Time, to relax and rest in my own shit. But no, I can’t do that, there are people ‘taking care’ of me, they can’t let me having fun with my own shit toys…
They want me responsible, safe, clean. A good damn citizen. One of them. Yeah, I know… I must not relapse, I have to stay clean and get comfortable with poor old Joseph… I give it a try. For Kara’s sake. 
I remember Joseph as a child, he used to be so funny. His father, the preacher of the local church was funny too. He would drink, laugh and hit Joseph till he starts bleeding. Little Jo, I mean… Then he stops. I mean father Will. He hates getting dirty on his white silk shirt. He’s a handsome man, so stylish, so smart… he would speak so touching about God each Sunday at the church. People would love and respect him.
I love and respect only God. He’s the only one at my side. He doesn’t try to be helpful. He just leaves me alone and allows me to love him.
I love to love him. When I’m preying I feel a bit lighter. I’m not saying that some sort of wings grows on my back, but my bones are suddenly less stubborn and pushy that I manage to forget about them. My flesh stops hurting me. My thoughts evaporate. All I can see are two giant glittering eyelashes nodding at me. Yes, God loves me. He’s very busy though, he’s a social celestial worker for billions of people, I don’t blame him he can’t spend too much time with me.
Plus I was clean for 4 months now and I relapsed a little. So what? There are people in deeper shit. I may go to detox if I want. Or not. I get angry. “What is going on right now, Joseph? What are you feeling?” I’m irritated, I raise my voice: “I don’t know, yo!” A sunray is playing hide-n-seek in Kara’s red glowing hair. I cannot follow it.
“Okay… You’re allowed to think that. But it seems like you are taking your anger out of me. Are you Joseph? Are you? Are you?…”
Am I? Yes, I probably am… She’s so beautiful but blind. She can’t see how the lonely feelings come back and back again, like an army I can see for miles, and I don’t know what to do with all these soldiers of despair.  Where to accommodate in my brain all these frightening armored messengers of loneliness. “What do you usually do with them?” Kara asks and her eyelashes freeze looking longer than ever before. Like spears. Like lightning. No, like lightning rods… Yes, like lattice-work… I see dark clouds through them. I’m scared. 
“I guess I stuff them, Yo. I don’t know…”



























INFANTA. USERS’ GUIDE

You would like to forget, I know... Bad luck. You can't forget this but when you are asleep. Unless the dreams start coming. And even if, let's say, you succeeded in burying your memories in the remote North Pole cells of your brain, there are always small things that take care of reminding you... (in an accusing tone)  You are 10 years and 3 days old. It's a quarter past seven, in the evening. They left you alone, locked in the house. They went to a memorial. The wife of a friend of one of your mother’s colleagues has passed away. ‘Free food, free drink, let’s go mom!’ your father said, slapping you tenderly but strongly on the cheek. You didn't move a muscle. Your mother caressed you, proud that you never cry, she did a good job: a no-screaming daughter. Father hates screaming kids, he calls them ‘ugly brats’ and moves away from any room in which there happens to be such a monster ... Later you cried though. Admit that you cried!... You pulled your chair closer to the TV and the poster with the infanta (to the audience:) a cheap photo of Velasquez’s painting - and you are staring at it. I mean at the silent poster; you have never paid too much attention to the loud TV. See, you resemble your father: you are so used to the noise of those trains that – one would say – pass through your courtyard, that only silence is sort of weird and appealing to you. 
That silly little blue infanta… yes, you like her more than anything in the room. You are somehow convinced that there's a resemblance between you two, although she has fair soft hair and you are dark and wire-haired. She is small and dolly, you are rugged and bony. She has white transparent skin and seems stuck in that heavy, blue dress. You are dark skinned and wouldn't wear such a thing, not for all the world... But you like blue, see, you are not that different though… Because you can't see her legs, you had imagined that she might not have legs at all. Maybe from her waist down, her rebellious body would get out of any shape, more and more, trying to go to the left, to the right, instead of intending to touch the ground in a nice customary way. That is why they had put her in that dress, so that she couldn't see what monstrous rebel bones she had... She was being punished for having screaming thoughts and mischievous bones... 
"Don't you dare move", your father told you. “Watch TV and be quiet. If I come unexpectedly and see that you move, you're dead, stupid girl". 
You have been sitting for about two or three hours and suddenly have the impression that your bones too start to move apart... The infanta is swinging. She raises one hand and waves at you. She turns red. Watch out! Father is coming. He is staggering. He smells of vodka. "Skinny girl, stop moving!" Watch out! The crystal glasses your mother is so proud of that she keeps them exhibited on the shelf are rushing one after the other to reach the floor. Cling. Clang. Bang. He’s close. Too close. You can see the buttons of his trousers. One is missing. Why doesn't he wear zip trousers?… “I’m watching TV papa, I’m watching…” The chair is trembling under you, you are sticking your fingers in it, and you feel that the nail of your left hand's forefinger has broken. "Hell with your damn bones, I can’t even touch you!"  father moaned.
He doesn't love you, let’s face it. He loves mother. You are ugly and skinny, she’s handsome, soft and fat. Every night you’d hear them play the ‘Belly watch’ game. Belly watch! Belly watch. She has huge round tits, you have two peanuts. But you are going to make enough money to get silicon implants in a few years. “Let me watch TV papa!”… “Don’t scream, ugly brat, be quiet, be good, be quiet!”
You can see nothing. You can say nothing. You can’t even breathe. What’s that noise? A deafening noise…You are sure that right now the wall with the infanta is falling down and is dispersing like the sticks from the Maroco game... although it seemed solid, substantial, all of a piece. You can't trust even the walls! You can’t take a glimpse at how infanta's blue dress is covered by dust and debris. You can't see anything now. You don't move. Father is moving rhythmically... Thank God, you still have that chair under your ass, a dumb chair you wouldn't have suspected of being so reliable. (commercial tone) An object in need is an object indeed! …
Father falls down. Something happened. You went together through a... what was that, father, an earthquake? An object in need is an object indeed! … Maybe you are no longer you, but you turned into a cover, into a chair cushion. An object in need is an object indeed! … Maybe you died and reincarnated in a chair. (She laughs) You're scared. You wouldn't move, not for anything. Not for anybody... Father fell asleep with his head on your lap. His saliva is spreading on your blue dress. You can hear him breathing. Stop that noise! You try to die a little. You make it. You hope it would be worth it. To be declared heroine, martyr or saint. To have the most beautiful grave: of blue marble with four marble infantas playing guitar on the top of it. At least that much... But what if they simply throw you in the garbage, wrapped in the blue sacks he keeps in the bathroom? Shhhhhh…
It's twelve o'clock at night or maybe later. You haven’t moved. It's been a few hours since you "died". Then the train came. A fucking slow train for Pitesti. Choo-choo-choo… 27 carriages. While the 8th was passing you shivered. At the 10th you moved an arm. At the 13th you stretched with all your bones. At the 15th you pushed your father away. You spitefully hit the earthworm that was crawling to the bathroom. Ntz, Ntz, you’re not nice! Your ankle hurts, good for you! At the 18th carriage you stood up. At the 19th you took the first step. After the 22nd you realized that you were breathing, sweating, salivating, swallowing your own saliva.  At the 24th you screamed: waaaa (scream) Your scream has reached, you are sure, the door of carriage number 27, it has probably embodied in a fat greedy woman and took a seat there. Hushhhhh... A noise! ... Father fell in the bath. It is not his fault, it’s the alcohol who ‘speaks’ him. They always drink heavily at memorials. For the dead person to get in on some cheerfulness. With his last drop of energy, he mumbles: "You moved, ugly brat, you moved…” Then you felt for the first time a strange warmth going through your veins. You crouched. You pressed your thighs on one another until you felt that one knee started to throb. Your heart exploded like a balloon that had been pricked and now is deflating. (She starts laughing) Phphphph – that damn train is still passing and you laugh, crazy girl, what are you laughing at?
Oh, yeah, weird indeed. An object in need is an object indeed! … The blue infanta on the wall has now two long legs coming out of the poster and touching the dirty floor of your flat. She’s barefoot. She has nice small feet. Sooner or later they will be very very dirty. This stupid detail makes you suddenly happy.


PINK-FREAK


I am seriously ill. When I woke up this morning I knew that something weird must have happened to me. I was feeling as light as a feather, and as happy as a nightingale. I even started whistling a song from Oklahoma… that one with the beautiful morning and the beautiful day and the beautiful feeling that my dreams do have plenty of chances to turned themselves into reality.
Actually last night I traveled again in the Pinkland, the country of pink rabbits. I was one of them, we were all silly and happy, messing about on a field with pink grass, and pink fat flowers. A pink fox had been stuffed and exhibited in the middle of it, so as to play the role of a scarepinkcrow. The sun was pink and the ski was pink, all sorts of nuances of pink were surrounding us, and a pink Edith Piaf was singing to us ‘La vie en rose’…
That’s a nice dream that always makes me feeling hungry and alive the following morning.
Well, nothing wrong with that you will say, and I would have said the same if today after… I mean AFTER I woke up and opened my eyes nothing in my room would have had changed. But it HAD changed. First I noticed the pink ceiling. What the hell… I thought, when did I paint the ceiling in pink? Then I saw the pink walls, and I started wondering whether I have some sight problems and must check in to a hospital. Strangely enough, I laughed and felt like yawning loudly. Then I realized all of a sudden that my hand was pink, and my nails were dull-pink, and the hair on my wrist was dark-pink… Gosh, I’ve turned into a pink rabbit! - I thought and got a strange sense of relief. But, no, I wasn’t a rabbit, rabbits don’t have hands, not even the pink ones. 
I looked at the sheets that were covering me and, of course, they were pink with pink stripes. The pillows were pink too, the photo of my partner was effaced pink, and even the painting above my bed was unrecognizable pink… 
Well, to make a long story short: everything around me was pink, and I was the pinkest of all… My pink hair was quite funny though and I would recommend to anyone such a cheerful color to dye your hair. The glittering-pink mirror was smiling at me with a big pink smile, and I figured out that actually I’m quite handsome.
I prepared my breakfast: scrambled pink eggs and bacon (the bacon was the only one that remained pink as it had always been, which gave me a reassuring perception of having an old friend: my dearest pink bacon!). It tasted excellent! I had some doubts with the pink coffee though, and couldn’t help not to keep it in my mouth for a while before swallowing. That’s just because I had that awful habit to drink it black, hence those few moments of confusion…
I turned on the TV and laughed a lot because the pink NEWS seemed to me like cartoons, and they were even better than the Simpsons, my favorite series. My stomach hurt of too much laughing, so I decided it’s high time to go out...
Waw, the pink world is soooooo beautiful. Look at those pink people rushing and poking each other. That’s like a… choreography, a great damn pink choreography! Those pink bodies in movement, their pink mobile phones, the pink shop-windows where they stop by, the pink ex-Starbucks and ex-McDonalds, all looking the same: stunningly pink. I cannot read the blockbusters or the companies’ names anymore but I love them all. That’s a pink freshness in the air that keeps giggling my soul. People are so beautiful. I cannot say what race they are, how expensive are their clothes, whether or not they have a favorite designer, but that’s one thing I can say for sure: They are wonderfully pink and I love them.
My therapist says that this might be a pink-form of depression and I should get into an anti-pink-depression treatment. Well, I’m not that sure I want to see her back in that gray gloomy suit. She looks much better in pink, I told her that, and quit. That’s nothing wrong with being ill with whatever pink-syndrome this might be. I like to be pink, pink-objects are the best, pink-food is the healthiest… and I’m telling you the truth, guys, you all look great in pink, don’t change that! Be well, be pink.





















EUROTIC   I
(a curriculum vitae)

Who the hell do you think you are?

EU means I in Romanian.
RO is an abbreviation of Romania.
EURO might be read as ‘I – an abbreviation of Romania’.
I am a breathing abbreviation of Romania.
Question mark.

You like to play smart, huh? Who the hell do you think you are?

I is ONE, isn’t it?
I am someone.
I am a name/number inscribed on a brain. 
A name/number written on a passport.
I am the title of a virtual game for extraterrestrials.
I am eccentric.
I am a list of titles.
Making love on the barbed wire,
Advice for housewives and muses,
The Inflatable Apocalypse,
Black Milk,
The Outcast,
Compte au rebours,
Diary of a Clone.

I am my books.

You’re a show-off. Where the hell do you think you are?

I’ve been living in New York for the last five years.
I came on a Fulbright grant
(to be imagined: the Fulbright grant as a plane, a boat, a helicopter, a broom, a door, a submarine, a magic carpet)
My grandparents are Aromanian,
(They are called Vlachs in Greece,
Aromani in Romania, Tsintsari in Macedonia)
a Balkan population with no country,
but a Latin language and an anthem: 
“The Blessing of our Parents”
I’ve known it since my childhood and
it still gives me goose bumps
all over my body,
it’s about burning to death
anyone who forgets her language.

That’s scary. Who the hell you think you are?

I am an abbreviation of the Balkans.
I am being poetic.
I have the right to be, don’t I?

FLASH BACK. FLASH FORWARD. FLESH BACK. FLESH FORWARD.

I am a name, a number, a list.
A native, a woman, a foreigner, 
a New Yorker, a European, a Balkan-girl, 
a GO-GO EAST, a GO-GO WEST, 
a poet, a playwright, a critic, a teacher, a scholar,
a hi/story told by an idiot
or by a Nobel prize winner,
a human canon-ball 
in a scary and funny circus.

Gimme a break with all these metaphors…

Stories are means of travel, metaphorai in Greek, 
vehicles for transporting people 
in the realm of fiction, 
means of performing I-dentity.
Ken Plummer’s sociological interpretation on intimate tales. 
His reflection upon people as ‘socially constructed biographical objects’ 
created by producing-receiving public stories.
A story-constructed identity.
Mine.
Yours.
We are all defined by the stories we have been told and the stories we tell.

Tell me a real story! A good one.

All stories are real.
My grandmother, dada, was born in Long Island.
Lots of Aromanians still live there.
But my dada’s family left for Romania 75 years ago.
So I happen to be Romanian not American.

I arrived in New York a few days before September 11.
I’ve never seen the Two Towers a/live.
I didn’t notice them.
I was overwhelmed by the City as a whole,
an abbreviation of the big old new world.

World Trade Center grew to be present for me only AFTER
it became absent. 
The present absent.

FLESH FORWARD

Days after. Weeks after. Months after. I begin to see.
The American flag.  Everywhere. 
Flagshrine. Flagshop. Flagshock.
I’ve taken 101 photos of the American flag. I show them. 
Flag-mannequins, flag-belts, flag-jumpers, flag-T-shirts, flag-skirts, flag-hats, flag-umbrellas, flag-costumes, flag-scarves, flag-rings, flag-hamburgers, flag-dogs, flag-windows, flag-doors, flag-stockings, flag-underwear, flag-pillows, flag-people…
A solidarity-on-display fashion show. 
A community based performance. 
A roller-coaster of e-motions.
A power-point presentation.

Playing smart again, huh?! Who the hell you think you are?

I invent words. I travel with my mind.
I am a VISARTIST  
VISA means TO DREAM in Romanian.
I cannot travel without a visa. 
I am afraid to go home to Romania. 
What if I don’t get my visa for America renewed? 
It’s my dad’s funeral. 
It’s my brother’s wedding. 
It’s my mother waiting.
I cannot go to Romania. 
I’ll have to wait in line for hours. To wake up very early in the morning. 
To be among the first in the line for visa.
And what if I don’t get my visa for America renewed? 
I am afraid.

FLESH BACK

My mother waiting for bread and milk at 6 am. Waiting. At 7 am. Waiting. At 8 am. The plastic bag with our family name handwritten on it. In the line. Waiting…
Waiting. For Life to start.
You’re pathetic!

FLESH FORWARD

I am in America.
I wear a black evening dress on which I’ve stuck over 100 colored labels.
People love labels. You have to fit under a label or you don’t exist.

Hello my name is: 
‘poor East European’, ‘poor Romanian’, ‘poor Gipsy’, ‘poor student’, ‘poor single woman’, ‘poor married woman’, ‘poor divorced woman’, ‘poor Balkan woman’, FRAGILE Handle With Care…
sale labels: 25c, 50c, 75c, 1$, 2$, 3$, make an offer…
and transparent printer labels on my arms, my face, my neck, my ears… 
I rush among people giving them distorted applications for an imaginary fellowship:  Please, would you consider my application Sir/Lady… 
I hope the deadline hasn’t passed …
My performance DEADLINE. In New York.
I was invited to perform it in Vienna. I couldn’t go. 
I was invited for my book-launch in Paris. I couldn’t go.
I was invited by the man I love to London. I couldn’t go.
If I leave the US, I have to go first to Romania and ask for a new entry visa, otherwise 
I cannot come back. 
I want to come back to New York. I want to go back to Europe. 
I must apply for a Saviana Stanescu fellowship. 
Whadda hell is that?
It’s a fellowship that allows you to travel wherever you want. There are no money or visa problems. There are no economic or censorship issues. No racial/ethnic/gender inequities. There is no war. There are no superpowers. There is everything you need. There’s nothing to worry about. We are all free to do whatever…
It sounds like the ‘golden dream of communism’! Who the hell do you think you are? Ceausescu?! Lenin? Stalin?
I fought against communism! I was there in the University Square in 1989… I saw blood in that square!
Okay, okay. Don’t get angry.  So… did your life actually start AFTER the “revolution”? Did you manage to make any money?
I will make money. I’m working on that. I will help my family, my friends…
HA, HA!

I’ve got all these self-help books from Barnes&Noble. ‘Choose your Tomorrow: BEFORE – perfectionistic, misunderstood, love junkie, over-reactive, self-effacing. AFTER – flexible, good communicator, self-accepting, in control, assertive’.
I read them all: ‘It’s not as bad as it seems’, ‘Master your panic and take back your life’, ‘Twenty-One Ways to Stop Worrying’, ‘How to control your anxiety before it controls you’, ‘What Do I Do with My Anger: Hold It or Let It out’, ‘How to make yourself happy’, ‘Head Over Heart in Love’, ‘How To Stop Destroying Your Relationships’, ‘Making Intimate Connections’, ‘Men Are From Earth, Women Are From Earth’, ‘Briefer and better ways of helping yourself emotionally’, ‘What To Do When He Has a Headache’, ‘How to be a non-perfectionist’, ‘Can Your Relationship Be Saved’, ‘Fun as psychotherapy’, ‘Let’s Get Rational Game’, ‘Three minute therapy: change your thinking, change your life’, ‘The 6-Second Shrink’, ‘Dating, mating and relating’, ‘Unconditionally Accepting Yourself and Others’,  ‘Resolving Your Past’… Read them all…
But I’m afraid I’m still in the BEFORE stage. I still have emotions, feelings, confusion, anger. I envy all these AFTER people. They must be so happy. So peaceful. So empty…

This is a quote from a play. Enough!
You must tip me for hosting this self-promoting shit… 
What the hell you think you are? Who the hell you think you are? Where the hell you think you are? 
This interview is over. Leave your CV and go!

FLASH BACK / FLESH BACK

2006 – I am still here
2005 – I am teaching
2004 – I am graduating
2003 – I am a playwright
2002 – I am in New York
2001 – I am shocked 9/11
2000 – I am discovering London
1999 – I am awarded in Bucharest
1998 – I am a winner
1997 – I am a loser
1996 – I am pregnant
1995 – I am a wife
1994 – I am published
1993 – I am in love
1992 – I am disappointed
1991 – I am enthusiastic
1990 – I am revolutionary
1989 – I am alive
1988 – I am insane
1987 – I am stuck
1986 – I am a student
1985 – I am graduating
1984 – I am a poet
1983 – I am in high school
1982 – I am stuck
1981 – I am a ‘young communist’
1980 – I am 13
1979 – I am a pioneer
1978 – I am stuck
1977 – I am the best
1976 – I am the worst
1975 - I am declaiming poems with Ceausescu
1974 – I am reading poems with Ceausescu
1973 – I am taught poems with Ceausescu
1972 – I am happy
1971 – I am laughing
1970 – I am playing
1969 – I am talking
1968 – I am walking
1967 – I am born

FLESH FORWARD





















roMANIA

all I can say about
my country
is that
I wear it all the time
like a hat glued
to my brain
like a sweater
made out of my skin
like a permanent tattoo
on my left lung
like a hi/story written
in my DNA
like a rubber doll
inflated everyday by
the memory of my 
childhood

please, leave me alone, Romania
I want to start
living





